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1. INTRODUCTION 
Ostrowski's Inequality, Ostrowski [4] is 
(1) N-^/^H^^i^)^- 0 )"^-
This is a best possible inequality since the term in ( ) cannot be replaced by a smaller 
function. On geometrical grounds Mahajani [2] proved that if fa f(x)dx = 0, then 




If further f(a) = f(b) = 0 then ~ may be replaced by ---•. We argue that the last two 
are also best possible by embedding these inequalities into a family of (best possible) 
inequalities. In this family f is replaced by f ^ and || ||oo is replaced by any of the 
usual p-norms || | | p . Moreover we also consider bounds on the quantity 
-a Ja 
/(«) + f{b) 
(3) 7 / f(x)dx-
o- a J a z 
Inequalities of this type come from Iyengar [3]. 
Generalizations of the above three classes of inequalities appear in Milovanovic [4], 
[5] and Milovanovic and Pecaric [6], [7]: They use Taylor's formula with the Lagrange 
form of the remainder to derive formuli that express the quantity to be bounded in 
terms of f^(£)- -t is easy to lose the cases of equality this way. It is more appropriate 
to use Taylor's formula with integral remainder. We get best possible results because 
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we know two things. We know the cases of equality in Holder's inequality and we 
know the characterization of best approximations of functions by polynomials. These 
two facts combine in nice ways to get our best possible inequalities. 
2. O N O S T R O W S K I ' S INEQUALITY 
We embed Ostrowski's inequality (1) into a family of inequalities by consideration 
of inequalities 
(4) - ( / (* ) + y > * < » ) - 7 - - - / f(y)dy £ K(n,p,x)\\f^\\p, 
Ht b-aJa 
where 
n - k flk-l\a)(x - a)k - f^k'l\b)(x - b)k 
(5) FA:(x)=-— 
k! b — a 
so tha t we are estimating a "two point expansion of / " . For n = 1 we take the 
sum to be zero. We reserve the notation K(n,p,x) for the best possible constant. 
As is usual, we take —I = 1 with p' = 1 when p = co, p ' = oo when p = 1, 
p p ' 
and | | / («) | | p = (f
b
a l / W f O N O * with | |/^>||oo = flesskSup|/^)(/)|. Let B(x,y) = 
l 
ftx~l(l - t)y-ldt be the beta function. 
o 
T h e o r e m A . Let / ( n - 1 ) ( 0 be absolutely continuous on [a, 6] with f(n) € Lp(a, 6). 
Then the inequality (4) holds with 
(6) h(n,p,x) = — B((n - l )p + Vp + \)lfF , 
7/! b — a 
if \ < p ^ oo, and 
(n-\)n~l max{(x-a)n,(b- x)'1} 
(7) A ' ( i . , l , x ) = 
nn n\ b — a 
Moreover, for p > 1 the inequality (4) is best possible in the strong sense that for 
any x E [a, b] there is an f for which equality holds at x. 
(x-a)2+ (b-x)2 r l 
Before we offer a proof, we note that I\(l,oo,;r) = = — h 
2(b — a) -4 
(x - ^ ) 2 1 
—t— (b — a) so that inequality (1) is best possible. 
(b-a)1 -
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P r o o f of Theorem A. We start with Taylor's formula 
/(*) = m + _C 
"flfW(y)(x-y)k . 1 
fc=i 




and integrate with respect to y. To integrate the last term we may write f dy fx dt = 
i: ^y / ; « « + /_• d» / ; d. = / ; dt j * dy - / ; d » / ; d* = / ; d< / ; dy - / > / ; d y . in 
this way 
n - l 
(8) / ( r ) ( 6 - a ) = / f(y)dy+YiIk + —±—( /<">(.)(* - t)
n~ik(t,x)dt, 
Ja u_, \
n -J- Ja 
where 
* = i 
/ . (X) = / 
Ja 




(9) _(ť,s) = 
t — a, a <̂  l <C _* <̂  6; 
t — b, a <C _• < l <j b. 
The form of I*, suggests an integration by parts (see [6]). Then 
Ik = I*.! - (6 - a)Fk(n - k)~
l, U ^ n - l . 
Write this as (n — k)(Ik — Ik-\) — —(b—a)Fk and sum from 1 to (n— 1). Simplification 
n n— 1 
leads to Yl ^ — ~(b — a) ^ Fk + (n—l)Io. Insert this identity into (8) and rearrange 
k=l „ = 1 
to get 
(10) 
- ( / ( * ) + _ > * • ( * ) ) - r ^ - / /(w)dy = -----—- [ (x-l)n-1k(t,x)fn\t)dt. nA ĵ --j / b- a Ja n\(b - a) Ja 
For fixed i-, we apply Holder's inequality (1 < p ^ oo) and 
( i i) i y ( x - o n - i f c ( ^ - r ) / ( n H o d / | $ i i / ( n ) i i P ( y ( _ - o
( n " i ) p , i * ( « ^ ) i p , ^ ) ; r , 
with equality when | f ( n ) ( i ) | p = A|(_ - / ) n - 1 „ ( / , ar)|p#. For p = 1 or oo, the obvious 
interpretation should be taken. The integral on the right hand side of (11) needs to 
be calculated. Write it as 
f (x- 0 ( n _ 1 ) ; , / ( l - a/dt + f (t- x)(n~l)p'(b - ty'dt. 
J a J.r 
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In the first of these let t = sx + (1 — s)a and in the second let t = ub + (1 — u)x. 
Then 
( / | ( x - O n * ( < , - c ) | p ' d ^ ' r = [(x-a)1lp'+l +(b-x)np'+l}7 ( / ( l - 5 )
( n - 1 ) p , s p / d . s ) ' 7 
and the equation (6) follows. Equality holds in (10) when 
/<»>(<) = |(* - O'""1^-^, x)!"'-1 8gn{(z - 0
n_1*('> *)} 
so for a fixed x we have an extremal . This holds for 1 < p ^ oo. For p = 1, (11) is 
replaced by 
j {x-t)n-lk{i,x)f^\t)dt < | | /< n >| | . sup | ( x - O n - ^ ( t , x ) | . 
Ja a^t^fc 
1 /H — 1 \ n - 1 
It is an elementary exercise to show that the supremum is — I ) max{(x — 
n \ 7i / 
a ) n , (6 — x ) n } . To argue that this is best possible one should take f^n\t) = 6(t — to) 
a + b 1 7 i - l 
where lo is the point that gives the supremum. If x > , to = —x-\ a we 
2 n n 
(t-to)!'1 
take fo(t) = — ^— where x+ = max(0 ,x) . A calculation shows that the left 
(n-l)\ 
(n-l)n-1 (x-a)n 
hand side of (4) is equal to for fo. Since fo is not an admissible 
n.7i b — a 
function we approximate 6(t — to) by 
and take f/(a) = 0, n = 0, . . . , n — 1. As e [ 0, fe converges to /Q '(X) proving 
that (7) gives the best possible constant . • 
Milovanic and Pecaric [6] have obtained the above result for p = oo but were not 
able to establish the cases of equality. 
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3. VARIANTS O F O S T R O W S K I ' S I N E Q U A L I T Y 
T h e inequality (1) when specialized to the functions for which fa f(x) dx = 0, and 
f(a) = /(6) = 0 yields the est imate 
This is far from being best possible since we will eventually show for example, that 
|/0)K^||/'|U i f ( K ^ ^ . 
o — a o — a 4 
In a similar way, suppose we consider the class of functins / such that / ^ ( a ) = 
/0)(6) = 0, j = 0, . .., 7 i — l . Then Theorem A gives 
f(x)--±- I f(y)dy ̂ K(n^x)\\(f^\\p. 6 - a J a 
This inequality is no longer best possible since the case of inequality in (1) does not 
allow a primitive to satisfy the boundary conditions. It is instructive to consider the 
simplest case as an example. Suppose f(a) = /(6) = 0 is required. For n = p = 1, 
Theorem A gives 
(12) 
1 Ѓ 
/0) - -.— / /Ы 
b - a Ja 
ày < 
||/'|U О - а)2 + О - *f 
2 b — a 
with equality at x if 
f-l(t)=sgnk{t,x) 
1, Ң i , 
- 1 , t > x. 
Then 
; iз) Л0 
f(a) + {t- а), t ^ x-, 
f(a) + (x- - а) + (x - t), t^x. 
If / is required to have a zero at a and 6, then from (13) we must have x = 
a + 6 
2 
We can remedy this impasse in the following way. If g is a function with a primitive 
that is zero at a and 6 then / g = 0 is necessary. It is as well sufficient for such a 
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primitive. Indeed G(x) = fa g(t)dt is zero at a and 6 if and only if f g(t)dt = 0. 
The counterpart to equation (1) is 
f(x)(b-a) = I / ( y ) d » + / f'(t)k(t,x)dt. 
J a J a 
If f(a) = /(6) = 0 then f f'(t) At = 0 and we may equally as well write 
/(*) = - ! - / f'(t)[k(t,x)-a]dt 
b - a Ja 




/ sgn[k(x,t)-á]dt = 0, 
J a 
í f'(t)[k(t,x)-a}dt = M.riloo / | t ( . , a r ) - « | d . , 
J a J a 
if f'(t) — sgn[fc(<,.c) — a]. But this is also the criteria so that f f'(t)dt satisfies 
f(a) = f(b) = 0. If f(a) = f(b) = 0 then 
1 fk i l l r l l fb 
(15) / ( » - - / / ( y ) d y U 7 - - - / |Jb(t ,x)-a|d< 
o - a Ja ' o — a Ja 
is a best possible inequality in the strong sense that for each x, there is an / for 
which equality holds at x. To compute the integral fa \k(t,x) — a\dt we normalize 
by letting t = sb + (1 — s)a to get 





, . i ' 5 ^ 5°> x - a 
g(s,s0) = ^ s 0 = 
S - 1 , S 0 ^ 5, 6 - a ' 
and a1 = 
6 — a 
extremal has 
. It is readily verified that a1 = s0 — \ gives the minimum. The 
Ґ(t)={ 
- 1 , 
a + 6 
a <C t <C x o n x <C t <C 6, 
a + 6 
x < t < x, 
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if x > —;—. A similar statement if x < —-—. Furthermore f \g(s, so) — ax\ ds = ^ 
independent of Bo- We have the best possible inequality 
fb (i \1 
(iб) 
b- a Ja 4 
if f(a) = f(b) = 0. This is a vast improvement over (12). The condition (14) is 
central to the above argument. This condition is a necessary and sufficient that 
min 
ß 
í \k(t,x)-0\dt= í \k(t,x)-a\dt, 
J a J a. 
see Lorentz [8, page 112]. 
We recall the more general theorem that if 7rn is the set of polynomials of degree 
at most n then 
min | |»(0-p(Ollp = lll7(0-Po(Ollp 
if and only if \g(t) — Po(0lp~"1 sSnG/(0 ~ Po(0) -- Tn- A function h(t) A. wn if 
f h(t)p(t)dt = 0 for all p G flV This holds also for p = 1 in that the condition is 
always sufficient but necessary only if g(t) — po(t) = 0 on at most a set of measure 
zero. This was one fact used in the proof of (16). The second fact is given in the 
next lemma. 
Lemma 1. Consider the boundary conditions: 




(i) g is the nth derivative of a function that satisfies (17) if and only if g _L 7rn_i; 
(ii) g is the nth derivative of a function that satisfies (17) and (18) if and only if 
9 -L *n 
P r o o f . Let g = / ( n ) where / satisfies (17). Then 
(19) /(*) = —^/V-orvw 
(n - 1)! Ja 
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since f(j\a) = 0, j = 0, . . . , n — 1. We derive 
(20) fW(b)= _ ) _ / ( t - O r W g ( O d < , J = 0 , . . . , n - 1 . 
(? i 1 Jj- Ja 
By (17), g -L (b — t)J, j = 0, . . . , n — 1. We conclude that g _L fln-i where each 
polynomial is written in its Taylor expansion about b. Conversely, if / _L 7rn_i, define 
f(t) by (19). We see that f(j)(b) = 0, j = 0, . .., n - 1 by (20). This completes the 
proof of (i). 
To prove (ii) we integrate (19) to arrive at 
/ f{x) dx = T~^ I 9{t) dt I {x ~ < } + _ 1 dx = A / 9{t)(b ~ trdt-
Ja \ n ly- Ja Ja ^- Ja 
This shows t h a t / _L 1 if and only if g _L (b — t)n (given that (17) holds). Combining 
this with (i) finishes the proof. • 
We are now ready to get a variant of our generalization of Ostrowski's inequality. 
T h e o r e m B. Let f(n~l) be absolutely continuous and f(n) G Lp(a,b) with 
fU)(a) = /W)(6) = 0, j = 0, . . . , n - 1. Then 
(21) 
where (see (9)) 
1 1 Ѓ M(n,p,x) , 
-/(*•) - / f(y)dy < * , '\\Ѓ 
n b — a Ja nl 
(22) M(n,p,x) = rnin 
?€7rn_! 6 — a 
If in addition f f(y)dy = 0, then 
(23) | / 0 ) | < ^ ^ | | / ( " ) | | P ) 
where 
\\(x-tr->k(t,x)-q(t)\\p, 
(24) C(n,p,x) = min 
?€7rn 6 — a 
All of these inequalities are best possible if I < p < oo. If p = oo (21) is aiVays best 
possifcde. 
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P r o o f . If / satisfies the zero conditions at a and 6 then see (10) 
(25) -f(x) - - r - - f f(y) dy = —-1— f /("»(0(x - t)n~lk(t, *) dt. 
n b — a Ja n\(b — a) Ja 
In view of the Lemma the last integral may be replaced by 
(26) I fn\t)[(x-t)n~lk(t,x)-q(t)]dt 
J a 
for any g £ ~n-i- In particular we select oo to minimize \\(x — t)
n~lk(t,x) — q(t)\\pi 
(for fixed x). This means that for 1 < pf < oo. 
(27) \(x - t)n~lk(t,x) - qo(t)\p'-1 sgn{(.r - l)""1^, x) - q0(t)} L -n^. 
With this choice of q we use Holder's inequality on the integral in (26) to derive 
(21)-(22). If J* f(y) dy = 0 then we replace 7rn_i by 7rn in the above proof. Equality 
will hold in Holder's inequality when 
/<"> = A\(x - t)n-'k(t, x) - qo(t)\n-1 sgn{(* - t)n~lk(t,x) - 9o(t)} 
for 1 < p < oo. 
For p = oo one caveat must be made. The inequality will be best possible only 
if there is a polynomial ao for which (27) holds. This in turn is necessary if (x — 
t)n~1k(t, x) — qo(t) is zero only on a set of measure zero. If oo € ?rn_i this must be the 
case, but if a0 € ~n we cannot rule out the possibility that qo(t) = (x — <)
n_1(< — a), 
for example. 
We have given formuli for the best possible constants but it is unikely that many 
of these can be computed explicitly. We can get upper bounds for the constants 
C(n,p,x) and M(n,p,x) by judicious choices of q. We begin with the constants 
C(n}pyx). • 
Corollary 1. If f L ~0 and f
(j)(a) = f(j\b) = 0, j = 0, .. ., n - 1 then for 
1 O ^ oo, 
(28) | / ( z ) K - i--^!? rmm{(x-a)
n-i,(b-x)n-i}. 
(n- l ) ! [ (n - l)p' + l p 
P r o o f . For x ^ —t— we tale q(t) = (x - t)
n~l(t - b) (= (x -t)n~lk(t,x) on 
t J> x). Then 
(SUKz-tr-'Kt-^-^-bW'dt])* _ (x-a)n~i 
(29) C(n,p,x)^ 
b~a [ ( n - l ) p ' + l p 
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Similarly, if x > —•— we take q(t) = (x — t)n l(t — a) and we get the bound (29) 
with (x — a) replaced by (6 — x). 
This result improves the estimate one would get from Theorem A especially since 
this bound goes to zero as x approaches the end points. Moreover Corollary 1 can 
be used to get a Mahajani type inequality (see (2)). D 
Corol lary 2. If 1 ^ p <C oo, / i . TT0 and f





||/(">||pmin{(x - a)*?, ( 6 - x)^} 
( „ - ! ) ! [ ( „ - l ) p ' + f p ( „ + - L ) 
a + b 
P r o o f . H a ^ x ^ —-— we integrate the estimate (28) from a to x. If 
—;— -^ x <J b then we observe that \ fa f\
 = \ fT f\ since / _L 7To, so we integrate 
(28) from x to b. 
This is a particular neat result when p = oo for we get a bound 
1 II00 • (/ \n-\ iL \n-l", 
— — — m i n { ( x - a ) , (6 - x)n l} 
(n-f 1)! 
which reflects the minimum number of zeros at the end points. 
Bounds for M(n,p, x) are not as easy to derive as no apparent choice of a0 € fl"n-i 
yields a function that can be integrated. However one can use Corollary 1 since i f / 
satisfies the zero conditions then / ' 1 1 and satisfies the zero conditions for n — 1 
replacing n. • 
Corol lary 3 . Ifn > 2 and fU)(a) = fu\b) = 0, j = 0, . . . , n - 1, then 
/ (*)-
1 
b-< ' Ja 
/(«) dj/ ^ 
llj(n > І І P (Ь - a ) 
_ i 
) j/ 
( » - 2)![(n - 2 ) p ' + l ] ^ 2 „ - p (n — *> 
í(n,p ,*к 1 г(м — 1) (Ь - a) r - foг n > 2. 
[ ( n - 2 y i l ] 7 f " ( n - i ) 
P r o o f . If/satisfies the hypothesis, t h e n / ' J_ TT0 and (f')
(j)(a) = (/ ') ( i ) (&) = 0 
j = 0, . . . , 7i — 2 so 
(29) \f'(t)\ ^ - - ^ r min{(< - a)
n'l'^(b - lf"1" > }• 
( n - 2 ) ! [ ( n - 2 ) p ' + l p 
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B y ( 8 ) 
(30) f(*)-r— I f(y)Av=-r- [ k(t,*)f'(t) 
o- a Ja b-a J a 
dt. 
a + b 
If a ^ x <J , then we must estimate f k(t,x)(t — a)n Tdt, (putt ing the 
constant aside for the moment) this estimate is 
a+b t 
/ (t-a)n-idt+ f 2 (b-t)(t-a)n'l-i + fa + b(b-t)
n-idt. 
2 
We can do this integral explicitly but it is simplest at its maximum. The derivative 
with respect to x is (x — a)n~1~"p[2x — a — b] <J 0. We therefore take x = a where 
( 6 - a ) "
+ 1 - i 
this integral is 
2 " " ( » - ì ) 
-. We are clone. 
Corollary 3 gives upper bounds for M(n,p,x) when 7i ^ 2. In next section we will 
compute M ( l , p , x) explicitly and obtain other bounds for M(n,p,x). D 
4 . EXPLICIT CONSTANTS AND ESTIMATES FOR SPECIAL CASES 
In this section, we compute some of the constants explicitly. We begin by looking 
( 6 - a ) 2 
at M( l ,p , a r ) . We computed M ( l , oo, x) = (see (16)) as an introduction to 
Theorem B. We may now generalize that computation 
T h e o r e m C. For 1 ^ p ^ oo and f(a) = f(b) = 0, we iiave the best possible 
inequality 
(b-a)^ i г 
/ ( * ) - 7 / 




(b-a)'P' t t 1 a + 6 
that is, M ( l , p , x) = r , and M ( l , \,x) = -. For x ^ an extremal is 
2(\+p')7 2 2 
given by (1 < p) 
p'f(0 = < 
' / a + 6\p' / 6 — a\p' 
/ a + 6\ / b - a\v' 
( * - — J - ( ť - ^ + — ) • 
< t < x-
b — а 
2 ' 
6 — a 
x — < t < x: 
b-а\p' / a + o\p / o — a\p 
l(*--2-) -(*-l--T-) ' 
X < t < 6. 
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rt+ 6 
A similar formula holds when x < . Any other extremal is a multiple of this 
one. 
P r o o f . We begin with the formula (22) and compute minfa \k(t,x) — a\
p dt 
and as in (15) we transfer to the interval [0, 1] by t = sb + (1 — s)a. Then 




( s, s^s0, 
g(x,s0)=< 
[ s - 1, B0 ^ s. 
For 1 < p <C oo the condition for a 1 is that 
|g ( s , s 0 ) -a
l\p "1sgn(g(;s,.s0) - a ^ d . s = 0. / 
Jo 
If so > | this is (a1 > 0) 
/ (a1 -s)p'-lds- / ° ( s - a 1 ) p / - 1 d . s + / (a1 + 1 - s)p'-lds = 0, 
JO J a1 J s0 
or (a 1 + 1 — Bo)p =(s0—a
l)p which makes a 1 = s0 — \. Then fQ \g(s, s0) — a
1 \p = 
—- and the theorem follows if p > 1. For p = 1 we must find the least infinity 
2P'(l+j/) 
norm. This clearly is also at a 1 = .s0 — \ with the norm being \. Extremals may be 
computed from the recipe 
/ ' ( / ) = \k(t,x) - a\»'-asgn(k(t,x) - a), 
[X — a I 
where a = (b — a)a1 = (6 — a) 
a + b 
= x 
lb-a 2J 2 
We next look at C(i,p,x). Corollary 1 gives the estimate 
min {(a: — a) p7", (b — x) p7"} 
V~~a ' 
Here we get a different estimate that is better than this one. If / _l_ 7r0 and f(a) = 
/ (6) - 0 then since / ' 1 ir{ 
f{x) f f'(t)dt= f I[a,T](t)f
,(t)dt= f [ / [ ^ ( O - c v ^ / J m O c I / , 
J a J a J a 
where /[a,.r](0 i
s the indicator function of the interval [a,x] and a and (3 are arbitrary 
constants. Minimization of ||/[a).c](0 — at — f3\\p< over choices of a, [3 leads to a pair of 
non-linear equations that are not solvable explicitly. We are content with an estimate 
for general p and get explicit numbers for p = 1 and oo. • 
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T h e o r e m D . If f(a) = f(a) = f(6) and f _L TTO then we have the best possible 
inequalities 
|/(x)K I||/'||,, and 
| / ( x ) U ( 6 - a M x ) | | / ' | | 0 O ) where 
( x — а 
6 — a ' 
Я(x) = < 
a^x <^±a + \b 
6 — a ' 
For \ < p < oo we have 
- + 1 - ^г^- - - , | a + U < x ^ ì a + | 6 ; 
2 (6 - a ) 2 I 2 4 ^ 4 ^ ^ 4 ^ 4 ' 
\а + | 6 < x < 6. 
(x — d)~P(b — x)^7 
[ ( x - a ) P - 1 + ( 6 - Z ) P - 1 ] » 
Tiia^ is C( 1,1, a?) = £, C(l ,oo,ar) = (b - a)g(x) and 
C ( І , P , * K 
( x - a ) F ( 6 - x ) í r 
[ ( x - a J P - J + í f r - x J P - 1 ] ? ' 
P r o o f . We must approximate I[ax] by a linear function. If p = 1 then we must 
aproximate 1[ax] in the supremum norm. Since the discontinuity at x is a j ump of 
1, the least norm of any function is at least \. It is \ for a variety of choices, eg. 
the constant function \ . We have C ( l , l , x ) = \ . To compute C(1,CXD, X) we must 
approximate 1[a>x] with a linear function in Li(a,6), By change of scale we consider 
the interval [0, 1] with 
b — а 
replaced by x. We use the sufficient condition that 
sgn(/[o jX] — ott — f3) _l_ 7Ti, which is also necessary if a ^ 0. We parameterize such 
lines at + /?, a ^ 0 by having then pass through (to, 1) and (*i,0) with lo < a; < li. 
We allow to < 0 and t\ > 1. In the first case if 0 ^ t0 ^ x <^ t\ ^ 1 the orthogonal 
conditions are to + t\ = \ + x and t\ +12 = x2 + \. The solutions are to î + ł*-
\yj\ +(x- \)2 a n d l ! = \ + \x + \J\ + (x- \)2. But these satisfy 0 ^ l0 ^ * <C 
t ^ 1 only for \ ^ x ^ | since they are the roots of y2 — (\ + x)x) + \(x — \) = 0. 
The second case is to < 0 < x ^. t\ ^ 1. The orthogonal conditions are t\ = x + \ 
and t2 = x + \. This is x = \. Similarly, 0^.to^:x^:l^:t\ leads to x = | . When 
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h ^ 0 <J x <C 1 <: t[, the orthogonal conditions are x = r; and x~ = ^ . The summary 
is that for ^ ^ x <C | we get the sufficient conditions satisfied for a line at + f3 with 
a 7- 0, and the norm is ±(2 l 0 - x) = ± U - yji + (x- ±)A. For 0 ^ x ^ \ and 
^ <C x- <C 1 the best approximation must be a constant . The constant is clearly in 
[0, 1] and the norm is thus (1 — jj)x + j)( 1 — x) which is minimized by /3 = 0 or V 
This completes the proof of the computation of C ( l , oo, x). 
For 1 < p < oo,| |/ [ a i J .] - at - 0\\p. = (b - a)7\\I[0r] - «** ~ /^ll/>'
 a i l d vv? es-
t imate the latter with a best constant j3]. We assume that 0 <C /J1 <C 1. Then 
/o U[o,.r] - l*l\p'ds = g(f){) = (1 - / j y ' * + ( ^ l F ' ( l - x) which is minimized at 
, • / > - ' 
ß aиd </(/?) = 
x(ì-x) 
xP~[ +(\ - x)P-{ "" £ " ~ ' [xP-1 - ( 1 - x " ^ - 1 ] ^ - ' 
cated est imate and completes the proof. 
This gives the indi-
D 
The est imate o^ C(\,p, x) in Theorem D is superior to that in Corollary 1. 
The constants M(n,p,x) for n >̂ 2 are estimated in Corollary 3. The argument 
used the estimates for C(n — \,p,x) since / ' satisfied these hypothesis. For n = \, 
the conditions for / are f(a) = f(b) = 0. This implies that / ' _L 7r0. We do not have 
an inequality with these boundary conditions alone. We remedy this. 
T h e o r e m E. Suppose f _L 7r0. Then the hest possihle inequalities are 
t / ( * ) K ll/llf. T — " I Kp^oo 
(b -a)(l+p')7 
and 
|Л*) | <. | |/' | |, n.in 
— а b — , 
b — a b — a 
Moreover, we also have hest possihle inequalities 









1 < p <C oo 
< 
b-а -\\ґ 
P r o o f . From 
f(-y) = /(«)+ / /'(')d'• = /(«)+ / (x-nlf 
J a J a 
( t ) Л l 
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we get 
pb pb pb 
0 = / f(x)dx = f(a)(b-a)+ f'(t)dt (x - t)°+ dx 
J a J a J a 
= f(a)(b-a)+ J (b-t)f'(t)dt. 
J a 
We solve this for f(a) and insert in the first equation to write 




Í K * , 0 = { 
t — a 
b — a 
t-b 
, t ^ x, 
, x ^ t. 
We apply Holder's inequality and compute the norm of g. These are best possible 
since equality holds when \f'\p = K\g(x,t)\p . 
To prove the second inequalities we integrate (31) to get 
ľ f(t)dt= í K(x,t)f'(t)dl, 
J a J a 
(t - b)(x - a) 
Ҝ(x,t) = / g(s,t)dt 
J a 




t < x. 
We complete the proof as above. 
We note that the last inequalities of Theorem E are generalizations of (2). In 
particular for p = oo we get 
/(Oci/k ( 6 " ' l ( ' " a ) i in 
a -f b 
which is superior to (2) except when x = —-—. We now look at the second of 
Mahajani's inequality (2) when / _L 7r0 and f(a) = /(/;) = 0. D 
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T h e o r e m F. Let f _L 7To, f(a) = f(b) = 0, and p = 1, or oo. Then 
r mdt šhP(x)wr\\P 
J a 
are best possible inequalities where 
(x - a)2 
ftoo(x) = { 
2 
a-j-6\2 1 1 (x - S±Ł) 
16 2 ( 6 - a ) 2 
(b-xf 
a<x< Џ + Џ; 
±a + \b<x< \a+%b; 
\a + ±b <, x <. b. 
аnd hi(x) 
(x — a)(x — b) 
b-a 
Foг 1 < p < oo 
ґлo 
Ja 
d< Í Í 
ł И + í 1 + гт-
(І + PO* 
imn{(x-aУ + 7,(Ь-x)l+7}\\f\\p. 
P r o o f . We use Taylor's Theorem to write 
so that 
(32) 
^ f(t)dt= f(x-t)f'(t)dt= f (x-i)+f(x 
J a Ja Ja 
r m d ť = - Í f(t) dt= Í (t~ x)+f(t) di 
Ja Jx Ja 
át 
Let p = co. If we restate to [0, 1] and apply the sufficient condition for m i n / 0 \\t — 
| - at - f3\ dt with \ ^ x ^ § then sgn[|l - x\ - (at -f /?)] 1 TT\. TO do this, take 
at -f (3 = \t - x\ at t = \ and §. 
If x (£ [\, §] then the conditions cannot be satisfied so the best approximation is 
equal to |l — x\ on a set of positive measure. The choice at + (3 = t — x results in the 
norm 2x~. 
If at -f (3 = x — t we get 2(1 — x)2 so that li^ is explained for £ ^ [1, §]. If 
x G [^,§] , boo is computed with the choice indicated above. For h\ the choice of 
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best approximation is dictated by the values at t = 0, x, 1. The equi-oscillation 
property requires x — (3 = ax -f (3 = 1 — x — a• — p. Then cv = 1 — 2x and /J = x2 so 
a; — [3 = a: — x2 = x( 1 — x). This computes /ii . For 1 < p < oo we take a t -f- /J = l — x 
or x — t and compute the norm || \t — x\ — (at -f (3) \\p> after using Holder's inequality 
in (32). This completes the proof. 
a -j- b 
Notice that hoo(x) has its maximum at x = —-— where it is TF. Hence this result 
is superior to Mahajani 's second inequality. 
Finally we consider some bounds for p = 1. First for C(n, \,x). D 
T h e o r e m G. lffU)(a) = fu)(b) = 0, j = 0, . .., n - 1 and / _L TT0 tAen 
l / O - O l ^ - a ) " * " 1(1~1
(T)n ' l l / ^ l l ! n > 2 , 
[1 -a---]n-2 
/x — a b — x\ 
where a = rnin ( , ) and 
V b — a b — a / 
| / ( x ) U ( . - - a ) ( 6 - x ) | | / " | | i . 
P r o o f . We need to approximate (a. — l)n-1k(l, x) by a polynomial of degree n. 
But ( x - l ) n " 1 k ( l , j : ) = (x-t)n-lt + (x-t)n-{b-(b-a)(x-t)n-lI[ajX](t). Since the 
first two terms are in 7rn we may approximate (b - x)(x -t)
n~l I[ax](t). By a change of 
scale this is (b — a)n -(x — t)n~lI[0x] where the last function is considered on [0, 1]. We 
choose q(t) = xn'l(\ - t)n. Now g(t) = (x - t)n"11[0tX] - x
n~\\ - t)n for n > 2 has 
</'(0) ^ 0, g'(x) > 0 and g'(t0) = 0 where t0 = , cY = — - . Further g(0) = 0 
1 — xa n — 2 
and p(-r) <£ 0. Thus Wg^ is either \g(t0)\ or |g ( l ) | . It is |g ( / 0 ) | = * , " * , ' 
(1 — xa)n l 
This est imate is good for x near zero. However we note that (x — t)n~lk(t, x) differs 
from (t — x)n~l I[xb] by a polynomial of degree ?/, so that we can effectively replace 
{ x — a b — x "| , > to get the 
b — a b — a > 
best estimate. For ?? = 2, g(t) = - l ( l - x) on [0,x] and -x(\ - t) on [x, \}. Then 
\\g\\oo = x(\-x). • 
Now we look at bounds for M(n, \,x). 
T h e o r e m H . For n ^ 4 said fU)(a) = fu){b) = 0, j = 0, . . ., w - 1 
1 1 г 
• / И - Г - / f(y)dy 
(/ Ja 
?j b 
n — 3\«-3 
?/ — 2 ч ?Í — 2 1 
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moreover for n — 3 
\fw ~vhtJ
 fiy) dy\ ̂ {b ~n) 2 max(* _ a'b ~ *)lir 
and for n = 2 we have the best possible bound 
i r í , i 
2 / ( æ ) - 6 
1 y* 
/(У)dy ^ ^ m a x { ( æ - a )
2 , ( 6 - x ) 2 } | | / " | | 
O 
P r o o f . For all 7i M ( 7 i , l , z ) 
( 6 - « ) ' 
æ — l)n lk(t,x) — </(0lloo, f° г some 
ry £ 7Tn_i. We normalize to the unit interval to get M(7i, l ,oo) = (b — a)
n 1\\(s0 — 
s)n~lg(s,so)-q\\co where 
. ( s, s ^ s0 , x - a 
g(s,s0) = < 50 = . 
I 5 - 1 , O So, " ~ rt 
For 7i >̂ 3 we select o(s) = ,s(l — S)(SQ — s)n 3 . The function whose infinity norm we 
seek is 
(*, - *г -3 í S((S° ~ {}~ + Í J Í ' ) ' S ^ 5 0 ' 
\ ( B - l ) ( .s2 - f s2 ) , O B0. 
This function is majorized by 2|s0 — s\
n 3< >. For ?i >̂ 4, piecewise differenti-
2 s " _ 4 / n - 3 \ " - 3 2 ( l - s 0 )
n _ 4 / n - 3 \ n - 3 • l i fi. f o / " " i f rn l J ^ l 1 - ^ ) fn-'M ation yields the norm I 1 on [0, .s0J and I 
71 — 2 \ 7i — 2 / 7i — 4 \ n — 27 
[.so, 1]. This yields the first inequality of the theorem. 
For n = 3, the majorizing function has norm 2max(x, 1 — x). We turn to n = 2 
where we are approximating 
h(s) = (s0-s) 
S, .s ^ s0 , 
S - 1, O SQ. 
This needs to be approximated by a linear function. Now h(s) is positive except at 
0,so, and 1. For sake of argument, we assume .s0 <C 7-. The maximum of h(s) is 
•so + 1 . (1 - .s0)
2 . . 
at = .s and is . Consider a line that best approximates. We claim 
2 4 
( l - * o ) 2 
that at .s it must have value . The horizontal line gives an approximating 
8 
( l - * o ) 2 . , ( l - * o ) 2 
norm of : , so the best approximate l'(.s) must have f(s) ^ - . If 
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f(s) > ; , then either f(0) or f(l) is larger thatn : . This gives 
2 
an approximation norm > (I — SQ)-. Thus the best approximate passes through 
8 
M — * V-
f.s, ) , and the horizontal line is best. If so ^ ^ we make a symmetric 
argument. The norm is max - - , and we have completed the proof. D 
Corol lary 4. If n J> 3 then for p > 1 
Jl/(?i, /;, x) <£. 2(6 - a ) " ( 1 + ^ ) B ( l + p'(w - 3), 1 + p ' p 
x [(x. _ a)p'(n-2)+ l + (b _ X ) P ' ( - 2 H 1 ] ^ . 
P r o o f . We pick up the proof of Theorem II at the majorizing function. We 
have 
-W(iM>,-r) <: (6 - a ) ' -
1 ^ ! * , - s\n~3g(s, sQ)\\p. 
= (h - a)n-u2[f°sP\s0 - s)
(n-W'ds + / (1 - *)*'(* - *o) ( n - 3 ) p ' d«] T 
In the first integral we take .s = SQU and in the second 1 — s = (1 — SQ)U. Both are 
x — a 
multiples of the beta function and we get the result by substituting SQ = . • 
b — a 
5. IYENGAR'S INEQUALITY. 
We now turn our attention to inequalities that estimate the quantity (3) 
1 Ґ 
/ f(x)dx-
- Л Ja 
/(«) + f{b) . 
b - a  a 2 
under the hypothesis / ( j ) ( a ) = f^\b) — 0, j = 1, . . . , n— 1. This condition is 




: > 1 1 < I 
/•(•'•) = / ( ' ' ) + 
( » ' - l ) ! j a 
[' (s-l)»-lfln\l)át = f(b) + (-l)n J ((-^-'/'"'O-l'. 
( » - I)' 
.407 
Combining we arrive at 
/(*) = f { a ) + m + — i — A(x - o r 1 + c - *)r 1(- in/ ( n )(od<-
2 2 ( ? i - 1)! Ja 
Integration leads to 
1 fb f(a) + /(6) 1 [h , . 
( 3 3 ) - / / ( g ) d g -
M ' " ' = - — - / / ( n ) ( 0 [ ( f c _ 0 n + ( a _ t ) n d r 
o - a Ja 2 2n\{b- a) Ja 
L e m m a 2. Let / ( j ) ( a ) = / ( ; ) ( 6 ) = 0, j = 1, .. , n - 1, n j> 2. TAen # = 
/ ( n ) j _ 7Tn_2. Conversely, if g _L ~ n _ 2 . Then there is an / such that /
( n ^ = g and 
/O)(a) = /W)(6) = 0, j = l, . . . . n - 1 . 
T h e proof is similar to that of Lemma 1 so we omit it. We may now state our 
result. 
T h e o r e m I. Let f(j)(a) = fU)(b) = 0, j = 1, . . . , n - 1, (no condition if n = I) 
then for 1 ^ p <C oo 
1 f f< \A /( f l ) + /( 6 ) ^ ___!__),I,(nh, 
/ / ( _ ) d _ ^ — /< }\\p 
6 - a Ja 2 n\ 
are best possible inequalities where 
(34) R(n,p)= m i n 
\Џ-tГ-(а-tГ-q(t)\\p, 
g£*n-2 2 ( 6 - a ) 
P r o o f . We use the representation (33). In view of Lemma 2 we may modify 
the integral in the right by writing fa[(b - t)
n + (a - t)n - q(t)]f(n)(t) dt, q G 7rn_2. 
As before we apply Holder's inequality and we get equality when ao is the minimizer 
in (34). The details are the same as in Theorems A and B. D 
We now turn our attention to computing or estimating the constants R(n,p). 
Corol lary 5. For 1 < p ^ oo 
, x (6-a)
1"i 
2(1 + p * ) F 
Also 
1 (6 — a ) 2 6 —a (6 —a) 2 
7 2 ( 1 , 1 ) = - ; , ft(2,oo) = - - - - + , i ? ( 2 , l ) = — , / j ( 2 , 2 ) = - - - - - ^ -
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aпc/ íoт any p 
(b-af-p 
Л ( 2 , P K 
4 ( 2 ^ 4 - 1 ) ' 
Forp> 1 
(b — a)" P'ZP (P 1 . \ tr 
w>p)*-—r6—
B(i + 2 ' p + 1 ) 
-ajГ_____ ip_  , 
16 V2 2 ' 
For n >. 4 aпc/ p > 1 
( 6 - a ) " - * / / n ч . l 
R ( „ ) S І ^ _ 1 S ( G _ , V + У + , Г . _r-т \\2 ) 2 
Fi'лa//v 
( 6 - a ) 3 
Д ( 3 , o o ) = - aш/ 
v ' 32 
2 / 7 1 - 2 4 - ^ f 2 . L / 71 — Z \ 
R(n, 1 ) ^ ( 6 - « ) " " ' - ( ) 
71 \ 71 I 
P r <» w f. We being by rescaling to get 
/ f \ n — -
R(n,p) = (,~aJ min | |(l-s)» + (-*)»- ?(,)| |p, 
2 ?€7r„_ 2 
where the norm is on [0, 1]. For n = 1 there is no approximation and R(l,p) is 
computed directly as ||(1 — 2s)||7,/. For n = 2 we consider ||.s
2 -f (1 — s) 2 — cv||p/. If 
p = oo and p' = 1, then take c* = § . Then s2 -f (1 — s) 2 — § = 0 at .s = ^, | 
and sgn(s2 -f (1 — s ) 2 — | ) _L 1. It gives the best approximation . The integration 
/ 0 V + (1 - *)
2]sgn(.s2 -f (1 - s)2 - | ) d . s = I gives If,(2,co). For It(2, 1) we take 
a = | to compute min||.s2 -f (1 — s) 2 — a | |oo = ^- For It(2,2) the minimum can be 
computed by differentiation of the integral. The best a = | and ||s,2 + (l —B)2 — | | | 2 = 
——. To estimate Ir(2,p) for general /> we take a = ^ so that we are computing 
3\Ar> 
(/„ |2(;s - L)*\v'<\s)7. This offers no difficulties. 
For 7/ = 3 we approximate (1 — .s)3 — s3 by a polynomial of degree 1. We begin by 
subtracting 1 — 2.s to get .s(l — .s)(2.s— 1). For 1 < p < oo we use this to approximate 
/r(3,p) . The integral is 
I 
i 
.s'Ҷl - б);,/|2-s' - lГ'd.s. 
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We set s = |(ť + 1) to get 
I"1 \t\p'(l -t2Y'ót 1 fx 
/ ' ' l1 V = 4 r / (<)p(l-t2)pdt. 
L ! 2 2 P'+ 1 22P' jo W v ; 
compute the least norm (using symmetry) by 2 J 0
2 * g(s) ds — 2f*^ ds = ---r. 
The further substitution t — y/u reduces this to a beta function. For H(3,oo) we 
again begin with g(s) -= s( l — s)(2s— 1), The line that intersect the graph of g(s) at 
^ ± ^ > / 2 a n d ^ satisfies the condition that sgn[s(l —s)(2s—1) —(c*s+/5)] J_ w\. We may 
, ! _ _ _ „I 
r j f s l d s - 2 f2 „ 
For n ^ 3 we approximate ( l - s ) n + ( - s ) n by ( 1 - s ) n _ 2 + ( - s ) n " 2 . By Minkowski's 
inequality | | (1 - s ) n + ( - s ) n - [(1 - s ) n " 2 + ( r s )
n - 2 ] | | p . ^ | | (1 - s )
n + (1 - s ) n " 2 | | p , + 
| | ( - s ) n - ( - s ) n - 2 | | p / = 2(/Q | s
n " 2 ( l - s 2 ) | p ' ) ^ \ Again we substitute s = y/u to get 
a be ta function. For R(n, 1), when we compute the infinity norm, we begin as above 
to get 2 | | s n - 2 ( l — s 2 ) | |oo. An easy differentiation solves this problem. • 
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